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Objective: Understand function of 
primary motor cortex

• Muscles versus Movements (pre-1970)

• Traditional Servo Control (1970 to 1985)

• Feedforward (Open-Loop) Control (1985 to 2002)

• Optimal Feedback Control (since 2002)
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where 1 and 2 reflect properties of the upper arm and
forearm/hand, respectively, and s and e denote shoulder
and elbow, respectively. Muscular torque at a joint
depends on several parameters that relate to each 
segment’s moment of inertia (I), length (l), mass (m)
and centre of mass (c)1.

These equations of motion mean that there is no
longer a one-to-one mapping between joint motion and
muscular torque, so that torque at one joint can generate
motion at other joints12,13. The mechanics of multi-joint
movements cannot be predicted from the physics of
single-joint movements14,15 (BOX 3). The equations 
of motion expand when more joints are involved and
when joints have multiple degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, a hand-held object or environmental
forces such as ground reaction forces during walking

Skeletal organization has a profound influence on
the conversion of muscle forces into limb motion. Limb
mechanics are relatively straightforward when move-
ment is constrained to occur at only a single joint and
with only one degree of mechanical freedom (flexion or
extension). MUSCULAR TORQUE (T) is defined simply as

, where I equals the moment of inertia, and     is
the angular acceleration of the joint. This angular 
version of the familiar equation, force = mass × linear
acceleration, means that there is a direct relationship
between joint motion and torque. This simple relation-
ship disappears when movement involves more than
one joint. The equations of motion to describe muscular
torque at the shoulder (Ts) and elbow (Te) are 
(equations 1,2):

Box 1 | Three main divisions of motor system research

The musculoskeletal system is made up of
muscles that act on a multi-articulated
skeleton. The translation of limb
movement from muscle activity is
influenced by muscle and limb mechanics.
Motor behaviour describes how the limb or
body moves during a motor task, reflecting
the combined action of the neural circuit
that controls movement and the
mechanical properties of the limb. The
neural basis of movement examines how
different regions of the brain and spinal
cord control motor output.

The CNS is generally viewed as having a
hierarchical organization with three levels
— the spinal cord,brainstem and cortex.
The spinal cord is the lowest level, including
motor neurons, the final common pathway
for all motor output, and interneurons that
integrate sensory feedback from the skin,
muscle and joints with descending
commands from higher centres. The motor
repertoire at this level includes
stereotypical multi-joint and even multi-
limb reflex patterns, and basic locomotor
patterns.

At the second level,brainstem regions
such as the reticular formation (RF) and
vestibular nuclei (VN) select and enhance
the spinal repertoire by improving postural control, and can vary the speed and quality of oscillatory patterns for
locomotion.

The highest level of control is provided by the cerebral cortex, which supports a large and adaptable motor repertoire.
The diagram illustrates some of the key regions that are involved in goal-directed reaching movements. (For more
complete details, see REF. 48.) Motor planning and visual feedback are provided through several parietal and premotor
regions. The primary motor cortex (M1) contributes the largest number of axons to the corticospinal tract and receives
input from other cortical regions that are predominantly involved in motor planning. Somatosensory information is
provided through the primary somatosensory cortex (S1),parietal cortex area 5 (5) and cerebellar pathways. The basal
ganglia (BG) and cerebellum (C) are also important for motor function through their connections with M1 and other
brain regions. (RN, red nucleus; V1,primary visual cortex; 7, region of posterior parietal cortex; dPM,dorsal premotor
cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area;PF,prefrontal cortex.)
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MUSCULAR TORQUE 

(or moment). Each muscle
generates force from muscle
contraction (active) and elastic
forces (passive).Muscular torque
for a muscle equals its total force
multiplied by its moment arm
(the perpendicular distance
between a muscle’s line of action
and the joint centre of rotation).
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• Optimal Feedback Control (OFC) 
as a Theory of Voluntary Control

• Stretch Responses Mirror 
Capabilities of Voluntary Control

• Transcortical Feedback is 
Important  for Voluntary Control
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Excitable cortex & evoked movements

Eduard Hitzig & Gustav Fritsch (1870)

David Ferrier (1873) 
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Basic Control Theory
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Proprioceptive Feedback

Visual Feedback
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Feedback Elicits Task Selection
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Perturbation

Perturb Response Motor Response

Instruction: Pull

Instruction: Push

Perturbation away from body

Context-dependent change in perturbation-related 
activity in primary motor cortex

Evarts and Tanji, 1976
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Motor Planning: 

Behavioural Goals (BG)

Convert BG into detailed
patterns of motor output
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Inconvenient Truth about 
servo-control

• Delay in sensory feedback

• Intersegmental dynamics
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A lively debate remains on the interpretation of
correlates of hand motion taken from neural activity in
M1 (REFS 82–85). Theoretical studies have shown that
neural activity can predict the direction of hand motion
even if neurons code other details of motor performance
such as muscle activity or joint motion86–88.As described
below,neural activity correlates with many features of
movement other than hand motion. Furthermore,
recent studies in which reaching movements were per-
formed with the arm in the horizontal plane found that
population vectors did not always predict the direction
of motion89,90 (FIG. 2).Population vectors tended to be
skewed either away from and to the left of the monkey,
or towards and to the right of the monkey.Vector length
varied substantially even though hand velocity remained
invariant across spatial directions.

Clearly, for monkeys to reach to spatial targets,
population vectors are not required to point in the
direction of hand motion.More accurate mathematical
techniques can be used to predict hand motion88, but
such techniques can predict almost any other variable 
of movement. Estimates of hand direction can be 
computed from shoulder and elbow muscle activity87,
but that does not mean that these muscles directly 
control hand motion beyond the obvious link between
muscular force and limb motion.

Although concerns have been raised regarding the
importance of neural correlates of the direction of hand
motion in M1, such correlates remain appealing
because they directly link neural processing in the brain
to a key feature of motor behaviour34,60–62.

M1 and the motor periphery. A second stream of
research relates neural processing in M1 to the motor
periphery. This approach can be viewed within the
framework of internal models, neural processes that
mimic the properties of the limb or the environ-
ment23,24,91. Such models reflect the association between
motor commands and limb movement, or vice versa.
The concept of internal models has been particularly
influential for studying human sensorimotor control
and motor learning.

There is evidence that M1 behaves like or forms part
of an inverse internal model, converting spatial goals or
hand trajectories into detailed motor patterns to control
the limb musculature50,92. Such a framework explains
many of the characteristics of neural activity in M1,
such as correlations with patterns of muscle activity93,94.
More importantly, activity in M1 before the onset of
movement is altered by peripheral factors such as the
position of the limb in space70,95, arm geometry76, joint
power89 and force output45,75. All of these provide corre-
lates of an internal model for initiating movements.

Although the concept of internal models helps to
link M1 activity and function to the management and
control of limb mechanics, this framework is rather
vague. It helps to explain why M1 activity reflects many
of the features of the motor periphery, but it does not
explain how the brain can create emergent behaviour
such as relatively straight hand paths and bell-shaped
velocity profiles. Some neurons in M1 reflect features of

colleagues trained monkeys to make whole-limb reaching
movements in different directions, and related neural
activity to hand motion64. The activity of individual 
neurons in M1 was broadly tuned to the direction of
hand motion — activity was maximal for motion in the
cell’s preferred direction, and decreased progressively for
movements away from this (FIG. 2). A population vector
that compared activity across the ensemble of recorded
neurons could predict the direction of hand movement65.
Subsequent studies have shown that neural activity in M1
correlates with many hand-related variables, including
hand direction, speed and movement distance66,67.Neural
correlates of hand motion are found in parietal area 5
(REF. 68), the primary somatosensory cortex69, the dorsal
premotor cortex66,70, the cerebellum71, the dorsal spino-
cerebellar tract72,muscle afferents73,74 and even proximal-
limb muscle activity75,76. It has been suggested that neural
activity related to hand motion provides a higher-order
common language that allows M1 to communicate with
other brain regions77.

Although neural correlates of hand motion in M1
provide an important link to motor behaviour, it leaves
the spinal cord with the problem of converting these
high-level signals into patterns of muscle activity78.
In theory, the spinal cord could support a mapping
between hand motion and proximal-limb muscle activi-
ties. The spinal cord can create complex multi-joint and
multi-limb reflexive motor responses79–81.

However, a key feature of volitional motor control is
the ability to adjust motor patterns on the basis of the
behavioural context. In addition, loads can be applied
anywhere on the body. Therefore, if some descending
commands to the spinal cord specified the kinematics of
hand motion, other descending signals would be
required to consider environmental forces.
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Conceptual Framework (1990s): 
Sensorimotor Transformations/

Coordinate Frames

• inspired from visual system

• focus of feedforward control (open loop)

• provides penultimate goal, address control later

Target 
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Kinematics

Joint
Kinematics

Joint
Torques
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Obvious Question: What coordinates are represented in 
primary motor cortex (M1)?
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Activity of a neuron in 
primary motor cortex 

during centre-out 
reaching

Preferred direction (PD) of neuron
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Population vectors (red) tend to point in the 
direction of hand motion (dashed line with arrow)

Neural coding of hand 
trajectory?
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Schwartz, AB  Science 265:540 (1994)

Instantaneous population vector predicts spiral hand motion
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Reaching Movements with 
different arm geometriesS. H. SCOTT AND J. F. KALASKA828

FIG. 1. A : task apparatus used in this study. In the natural orientation ( left) , the monkey grasped a handle on a pendulum-
like manipulandum with the use of its preferred arm orientation with the elbow suspended below the line between the hand
and shoulder. In the abducted orientation (right) , a transparent plate was positioned just below the handle on the manipulan-
dum, requiring the monkey to abduct its arm to shoulder level to grasp and move the handle. B : average hand trajectory to
each target for the natural ( left) and abducted (right) orientations for all trials recorded for this study. Each trajectory was
divided into 20 equal-length segments and the mean (X -Y ) position of each of the 20 segments was calculated. Crosses: X -
Y position of the hand (mean { SD) for each segment. C : angles of the shoulder and elbow joints when the hand was at
the central start position (C) and at each of the 8 peripheral targets for the 2 different arm orientations.

After training, standard aseptic surgical techniques were used to was not completed successfully, were not scored. The activity
of each cell was recorded while the monkey performed fiveprepare the monkeys for recording in the precentral cortex (Kalaska

et al. 1989). complete replications of eight movements first in one orientation
and then in the other.

Because of the design of the apparatus, it was impractical toData collection
fully randomize the task for arm orientation within a data file.
Instead, a given cell was recorded sequentially with one arm orien-Standard recording methods were used to study the activity
tation and then the other. This leads to the possibility that changesof individual cells in MI on the side contralateral to the arm
in cell activity between data files in different arm orientations aroseused to make reaching movements (Kalaska et al. 1989) . During
because of carryover effects between sequential arm orientations,each recording session, a microelectrode was advanced through
or because of temporal variation in cell response properties inde-MI while the monkey alternately used the natural or abducted
pendent of task manipulations. To counter these potential problems,arm orientation. Cells active during the motor task were isolated
several steps were taken. First, no fixed order of arm orientationsand examined for their response to passive movement of limb
was used while collecting data files, so that there were approxi-joints. Cells responding predominantly to shoulder or elbow
mately equal numbers of cells recorded initially in each orientation.movements were studied further, whereas cells responsive to
Second, the discharge level and directional tuning of cells wastrunk, wrist ( including forearm supination/pronation) , or hand
routinely tested in each arm orientation before collection of themovements were not included in the data sample. A scale from
actual data files. If there was any suspicion of alterations in cell1 to 5 was used to identify subjectively the relative response of
responses between the preliminary tests and data collection ses-each cell to passive movement of the shoulder and elbow joints.
sions, the data files were deleted and the procedure was repeated.A score of 1 signified only elbow input, 5 only shoulder input.
For a number of cells, a second duplicate set of data files wasCells without identified inputs were only recorded in the task if
recorded, again in no fixed order, to evaluate quantitatively theadjacent cells within that electrode penetration were related to
degree of similarity of cell discharge seen in each arm orientationshoulder and elbow movements. These latter cells were scored
with repeated testing. Third, while the electrode was being ad-as 0, meaning no obvious passive input. Cells that were recorded

in the two tasks, but for which a complete passive sensory exam vanced through the cortex to search for task-related cells, the mon-
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Reaching movements with 
different arm geometries

S. H. SCOTT AND J. F. KALASKA
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KINARM robot

\

Two-dimensional Paradigm

• Two-dimensional planar motor task involving shoulder and elbow

• Can apply joint- or hand-based loads

• Augmented reality system displays targets in the plane of the task
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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Success at hitting a ping pong ball
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Optimal Feedback Control predicts flexible use of feedback

Diedrichsen, Current Biology (2006)

Perturb left limb DOES
NOT affect right limb

Perturb left limb DOES
affect right limb
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Spinalized Turtle Wiping Re!ex

Field-Fote and Stein JNP 78:1394-1403, JNP
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Motor behaviour
Body movements are smooth,despite the complexities
of the peripheral motor system. For example, hand 
trajectories remain relatively straight from start to end,
and hand velocity follows a smooth, bell-shaped pro-
file19,20 (FIG. 1). This smoothness at least partially reflects
the low-pass filter properties of muscle21.Perturbations
of the hand during slow movements are corrected back
towards the unperturbed trajectory, indicating that
feedback is used to maintain a relatively straight hand
trajectory, at least under these conditions22. Such simple
features of hand motion mean that the CNS compen-
sates for the complexities of limb mechanics.

The motor system can also adapt to changes in 
the mechanical environment. Lackner and DiZio23

observed how subjects performed reaching movements
before,during and after they sat in a room that rotated
at 6 rpm, creating a coriolis force on the limb. When
subjects performed their first reaching movements 
with the right arm in the rotating room, after the otolith
organs no longer sensed room rotations, the move-
ments were curved to the right. However, after several
trials, reaching movements returned to relatively
straight trajectories, similar to those seen before the
room began to rotate.When the room stopped rotating,
initial reaches were curved to the left, and subjects 
perceived that a strange force had pushed their limb.
Again, reaching movements quickly returned to near
straight trajectories. When a hand-held robot applied
loads during reaching, the results were similar24.
Many studies have shown that relatively straight hand
trajectories are preserved after various perceptual and
mechanical perturbations25–28.

Although movements are smooth, motor perfor-
mance shows considerable trial-to-trial variability,
which partially reflects inherent noise in the system
related to both sensory and motor signals29–31.However,
some features of motor performance, particularly 
task-relevant features, are tightly controlled32–34.
For example, fluctuations in joint configurations that
influence the orientation of a subject pointing a laser at
a spatial target are reduced, whereas patterns that do not
influence laser orientation are more variable35. There is a
growing body of literature that illustrates how the
motor system considers the influence of noise and 
variability in motor planning and control36–40.

Motor behaviour shows several key features.
Movements are smooth, highly adaptable and show
selective patterns of variability that reflect economy of
task-relevant features of motor performance. In spite 
of the complexities of limb mechanics, a hallmark of
motor performance is smooth and relatively straight
hand trajectories.

Neural centres of sensorimotor control
Sensorimotor function is created from a highly 
distributed circuit that includes the spinal cord,
brainstem and cerebral cortex (BOX 1). The spinal level 
supports the ‘most automatic’ movements, including
reflexes, as well as more complex multi-joint and multi-
limb sensorimotor responses. The cortex supports the

can markedly influence limb mechanics13. This article
largely focuses on proximal-arm movements,but there
are more challenging mechanical problems for hand16,17

and orofacial18 motor function.

Box 2 | Optimal feedback control

For a review of this topic, see REF. 121. The basic principle of optimal feedback control is
that feedback gains are optimized on the basis of some index of performance (see panel a,
modified, with permission, from REF. 187 © (2002) Macmillan Magazines Ltd). Such
controllers correct variations (errors) if they influence the goal of the task; otherwise, they
are ignored.Optimal state estimation is created by combining feedback signals and
efferent copy of motor commands. The latter uses a forward internal model to convert
motor commands to state variables.

A key feature of optimal feedback control can be understood by considering a problem
where a system must attain a value of 2.0 using two control signals (b)38.Nominally, each
control signal could be selected to be 1.0 (X1 = X2 = 1.0).When these commands are
implemented,noise in the system might modify the output such that both signals equal
1.1. The best strategy is to reduce both of the control signals towards 1. In another case,
one control signal equals 1.1,but the other equals 0.9. Both values have changed,but the
objective to attain a total of 2.0 has been attained, so it is better not to modify the signals.
The left diagram illustrates how initial errors in control signals (round circle) are corrected
towards a line where X1 + X2 = 2.0 (thick oval). The errors show the effects of the control
signals at four different initial states,all of which point towards the line that defines the
task goal. The right diagram illustrates how initial errors (large round circle) are reduced
equally (thick smaller circle) by a traditional controller.Note that the arrows signifying
corrective signals all point towards the middle of the circle, the nominal control signals.

The middle diagram compares the final errors of the optimal and traditional controllers.
The correct solution falls along the line X1 + X2 = 2.0,and distances perpendicular to this
line reflect errors in overall performance. The traditional controller creates the greatest
errors and the optimal controller minimizes these larger errors.

Another interesting feature of optimal feedback controllers is that desired trajectories do
not need to be planned explicitly but simply fall out from the feedback control laws. The
middle panel of c illustrates the trial-to-trial variability of hand motion when subjects hit a
ping-pong ball. This variability in performance is lost if a controller is optimal for
trajectory tracking,but is captured by an optimal feedback controller that is based on
global task errors.
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If optimal feedback control is a good model of voluntary 
control, then features of this control should be present in 

neural circuitry (Scott, Nat. Rev. Neurosci. 2004)

Task Selection (Reaching)
Target Position

Initial Arm Position
Nominal Speed
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Voluntary Control Long-Latency (LL) Reflexes
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Study stretch responses to probe voluntary control

Proprioceptive Feedback

Visual Feedback

Voluntary (R4)

100ms

100uv

Stretch-Related Muscle Activity

R1 R2 R3

Short-Latency
Reflex

Long-Latency
Reflex

Perturb
Onset

Single-Joint Perturbation

100 ms50 ms

Step-Torque Perturbation

Feedback Matters for Voluntary Control!

Short-latency response: 
Spinal

Long-latency response:
Spinal and Cortical
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Feedback	  correc+ons	  depend	  on	  the	  
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Online	  correc+ons	  are	  influenced	  
by	  the	  goal
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Joe Nashed
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What if the player gets hit 
sideways?
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How	  do	  you	  move	  to	  a	  goal?	  
Cost-‐to-‐go	  defines	  how	  to	  best	  reach	  a	  goal
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Optimal Feedback Control Model
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Feedback Elicits Task Selection

"Resist"

"Let Go"

Voluntary (R4)
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Rothwell et al., 1980
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Task is a spatial analog of 
resist/don’t resist

Rapid Motor Responses
are Goal-Directed

Spatial Analog of Resist/Let Go
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When do corrective responses consider 
limb mechanics?

1. Possible Perturbations 2. Resultant Motion 3. Motor Response

what perturbation
caused this motion?

Shoulder
Torque

Elbow
Torque

Shoulder
Angle

Elbow
Angle

Elbow Torque

Shoulder Torque

Limb 
Dynamics

Limb mechanics causes interactions between shoulder and elbow
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Applied Torque Induced Motion

Do rapid motor responses (re!exes) have 
knowledge of limb mechanics?

Isaac Kurtzer

Kurtzer et al., Current Biology, 2008

Same shoulder motion, 
different underlying torques

Shoulder
Torque

Elbow
Torque
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Same shoulder motion, 
different underlying torques
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Stumble corrective response is distinct 
from locomotion

Stumble corrective 
response

Locomotor pattern
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Postural Task: 
Perturbation responses 
present for very small 

perturbations
2 Nm background load

Muscle stretched:
Short-latency response

Muscle not stretched:
Long-latency response

Crevecoeur et al., J 
Neurophysiol (2012)
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Neural Basis of Voluntary Feedback Control
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Record individual neurons in Primary 
Motor Cortex (M1) as they perform 

behavioural tasks
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Perturbation Response during Postural Control

Motor Cortex Cell

Hand Trajectories

Herter et al., JNP 2008
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2 cm

Perturbation Response during Postural Control

Motor Cortex Cell

Hand Trajectories

Herter et al., JNP 2008
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Perturbation 
Response during 
Postural Control
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Same shoulder motion, 
different underlying torques
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Record Shoulder-related 
neurons during perturbations

Andrew Pruszynski
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How Does Behavioural Goal Change Feedback?

Postural Control Watch Movie

Examine muscle and neural activity across two tasks
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Stretch response reduced 
50% in Movie task
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Task-dependent Change in Perturbation 
Related Activity in M1
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MI stretch response decreases 40% in Movie Task
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Task is a spatial analog of 
resist/don’t resist

Rapid Motor Responses
are Goal-Directed
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M1 Neuron (20080627b, +5mm)
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Neural Implementation of OFC-like control
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• Optimal Feedback Control (OFC) 
as a Theory of Voluntary Control

• Stretch Responses Mirror 
Capabilities of Voluntary Control

• Transcortical Feedback is 
Important  for Voluntary Control
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